Open Letter to the Citizens of Oslo
NOT ONCE MORE
We, undersigned, respectfully ask your attention.
We met each other in Oslo's University for the commemoration of the 100th birthday
of professor Arne Naess, one of the great philosophers of the 20th century and
founder of the worldwide deep ecology movement.
His message Think Ethically, Act Beautifully concerns all of us.
We feel obliged to inform you like we were informed during the Conference in
honour of Arne Naess and after. Ekeberg, this living forest mountain, is again in
danger of losing its peace and dignity. Again, because the same was the case during
World War II by the Quislings and Himmlers. The German Eagle disappeared in
1945. Peace returned to the forest mountain until recently. This time Ekeberg has to
face the plans of the C. Ludens Ringnes Foundation, plans that will alter its
appearance beyond recognition by damaging its geological and ecological history of
more than 10,000 years.
We speak on behalf of your late co-citizen Arne Naess when we ask you to inform
yourself thoroughly about the ins and outs of the plans. There are many questions
that require your attention and answers.
We live in times in which private capital plays a dominant role in relation to the
public space. According to some of us, too dominant a role. The project of the C.
Ludens Ringness Foundation could become a Trojan horse.
Remember Shakespear's King Lear 1,2: Nature, thou art my goddess.
The sculptures will affect the forest mountain, your public domain, for years to come.
Awake before it is too late.
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Norway is celebrating its Constitution Day and reconstructing the Nazi
monument at Ehrenfriedhof Ekeberg – the biggest and most important
Nazi grave yard during WWII where 3000 German soldiers were buried
and Nazi ceremonies were held.
http://www.causes.com/causes/809264-save-ekeberg-forest-oslonorway?query=Save+Ekeberg+forest+Oslo&rank=0&search_type=&utm_campaign=search
More information:
Marianne Sunde (mariasu@online.no)
Kari Jaquesson: (karijaq@gmail.com)

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/bevarekebergskogen
Our webpage with many links to Norwegian Press and more:
http://folkeaksjonen.wordpress.com/
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